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Submission content: Reasons why Badgery's Creek Airport should not
be built. Traffic congestion. The M5 M7 Elizabeth Drive are already
extremely congested without adding fuel tankers, freight trucks and
passengers traveling to and from the airport. Traffic congestion is a
major economic cost for Western Sydney businesses and residents. It
also is a major contributer to air pollution. Much of our diesel fuel is
imported and so more traffic congestion will add to our current account
deficit. Operating 24 hours per day will disrupt the sleep of thousands
of residents, leading to lower productivity, more workplace and traffic
accidents, lower academic achievement and poorer health. If you think
that this is acceptable why not lift the curfew on Mascot? Alternatively
you could allow more Be146 aircraft to land at Mascot over the bay at
night or offer to purchase the houses at Kurnell Peninsula and run
planes over there at night. The air pollution is already above
international standards in Western Sydney on some days. Western
Sydney is a basin where air pollution becomes trapped and reciculates
around the region because it is trapped by the Blue Mountains and we
do not have sea breezes in the afternoons to blow the pollution out to
sea as happens with Mascot. In winter the air pollution will be further
trapped by a temperature inversion layer which will cause many people
to have respiratory illness and increase medical costs and



overcrowding in our public hospitals. Badgery's Creek is close to part
of Warragamba Dam's catchment area and the Dam is less than ten
km from the proposed Airport. How are you going to protect Sydney's
main water supply from fuel and fire fighting foam contamination? Will
you tell us all not to drink or cook with the water. Fire fighting foam has
already contaminated ground water further than ten km around many
RAAF bases and Botany Bay and the Georges River from Mascot.
There are too many residents around the proposed Airport and many
more houses being built. Building the airport will destroy the remaining
Cumberland Woodlands and threaten the World Heritage Listing of the
Blue Mountains, lessening tourism rather than creating it as claimed
The job numbers being claimed are extremely inflated given rising
levels of automation of Airport services and in warehousing and
transport. We can do so much better than an uneconomic polluting
Airport which will need government subsidies to remain open according
to Deusche Bank. You could build a public and private hospital next to
each other to provide employment and cater for the extra people in the
area. You could build a mini Silicon Valley to attract big tech
companies and a rental campus for tech start ups so ideas could be
shared and developed
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